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Summary

High-speed rail is a key player in people's mobility thanks to its speed and high

safety standards. These high safety standards are supported by extensive main-

tenance (of both rolling stock and track) that applies the latest nondestructive

and monitoring techniques. In that context, this work presents the enhanced

graphical representation of state configurations (EGRSC) and enhanced

chromogram of bands of frequency (ECBF) methods, which are the evolution

of the graphical representation of State configurations and chromogram of

bands of frequency techniques. A clearer nomenclature is defined for the con-

figuration states of the EGRSC. The ECBF introduces a new variable threshold

that allows discarding frequency regions with small power variations and a

new color palette. These methods are used in the vibratory study of an in-

service high-speed train to identify the operating condition of the train. To

conduct that task, a set of accelerometers is installed on the axle box of a trailer

axle of the train. Accelerometers are oriented into the three space directions:

longitudinal, lateral, and vertical. Vibration signals are taken during the nor-

mal operation of the train and transmitted to and stored on a remote database.

Vibration measures are collected before and after a major maintenance opera-

tion. The application of EGRSC and ECBF allows collecting information from

thousands of vibration signals and to display that information intuitively and

understandably. The analysis of EGRSC and ECBF results allows identifying

several frequency regions with significant spectral power variations that are

common to the three vibration directions studied. These patterns should be

taken as a reference for future maintenance actions. Any unexpected behavior

of these frequency regions would indicate the presence of a fault.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The first high-speed line was opened in 1964 and joined the cities of Tokyo and Osaka in Japan. Since then, many coun-
tries around the world have opened high-speed lines with exponential growth in recent years. According to the Interna-
tional Union of Railways, more than 46,000 km of high-speed lines are in operation currently, and another 44,000 km
are planned for the next years.1 In 2017, high-speed trains (HSTs) transported 844.8 billion passenger-km.2

In order to keep passengers safe, extensive maintenance is required both in rolling stock and infrastructure. Even
then, catastrophic accidents can occur due to maintenance-related failures. For example, we can cite the disaster of
Eschede (Germany) in 1998, in which the ICE 884 train derailed due to a broken wheel and killed 101 persons.3

Another example is the Wenzhou (China) accident in 2011, in which two HSTs collided due to “serious design flaws”
in the signaling and control systems and poor track maintenance. Forty people died as a result of that collision.4

Multiple studies are carried out to improve rail maintenance and, therefore, reduce the number of accidents and
their consequences.

Usually, inspection techniques like ultrasonic testing, electromagnetic methods, acoustic emission, temperature
measurement, or strain gauges are applied to monitor the condition of rolling stock and tracks. Several papers exposing
the results of applying those techniques (or improved versions of them) can be found in the scientific literature.5–16

However, most of these techniques require specific equipment that makes their implementation on in-service rolling
stock difficult.

Vibration analysis has advantages over other techniques because it notices changes immediately and allows perma-
nent and intermittent monitoring, and lots of signal processing techniques can be used.17

Many works focus on the vibration analysis of rail wheelsets, as this is a crucial mechanical system to guarantee the
safety of the whole vehicle. Frequently, the key mechanical components studied are faulty bearings within the trans-
mission system18 and the axle box,19,20 the existence of wheel flats,21–23 and axle cracks.24–28 Generally, this kind of
researches is carried out in laboratory conditions and combining numerical models with actual vibration
measurements.

However, studies carried out with in-service rolling stock are not so common. Papaelias et al.29 suggested a method
based on high-frequency acoustic emission and vibration analysis to monitor rolling stock. They tested a freight wagon
with faulty bearings first, and a second test was carried out by monitoring an in-service train with wheel defects. Bustos
et al.30 studied the operating condition of an in-service HST through the empirical mode decomposition (EMD). Vibra-
tion signals were measured from the axle box of a trailer bogie for several months. Ham31 presented vibration data col-
lected from a motor bogie of the Korean HST, but only two journeys were processed. Wang et al.32 analyzed the axle
box vibration of in-service HST with the aim of extending the wheel reprofiling interval. The main objective of this
work was to establish a wear limit that optimizes reprofiling operations. Gasparetto et al.33 monitored the running sta-
bility of a high-speed railway bogie to detect and resolve different faults that may occur in the bogie components, as the
increased conicity due to wheel wear and the degradation of yaw dampers. Zhang et al.34 and Wang et al.35 applied
Bayesian forecasting to vibration and strain measurements obtained from HSTs at speeds up to 250 km/h. The studies
carried out by these authors showed that the proposed methods can detect the effects that wheel reprofiling has not
only on the bogie but also on the passenger's comfort.

The study of defects in railway systems generates large amounts of data that require the use of complex models
and/or artificial intelligence techniques for data processing. However, these techniques need well-defined input data
that are not always available.

This work studies the vibratory behavior of a HST bogie before and after a major maintenance operation to define
critical frequency regions that allow identifying faults during the normal train operation. To that end, a HST is
equipped with an on-board measurement system that acquires and transmits vibration signals without interrupting the
normal operation of the train. The vibration signals are processed by using improved versions of the graphical represen-
tation of state configurations (GRSC) and chromogram of bands of frequency (CBF) techniques that were introduced in
Bustos et al.36

These new techniques are called enhanced graphical representation of state configurations (EGRSC) and enhanced
chromogram of bands of frequency (ECBF) and try to overcome some limitations of the original methods. First, the
nomenclature of the GRSC used the same letters for defining the operating states of the system and the available config-
urations, which could be confusing. To avoid this, a clearer nomenclature of the configuration states will be defined for
the EGRSC. Consequently, it is impossible to take the operating states of the system for the configuration states and
vice versa now. Second, the color scale of the CBF will be modified, and a new variable threshold will be added.
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The original method does not take into account relative power variations between the operating states, which could
lead users to focus on frequency regions whose power variation is minor. The new threshold is intended to discard fre-
quency regions with small power variations and to emphasize the frequency regions that undergo significant power
variations.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The applied techniques are described in Section 2. Then, the measurement
system is briefly depicted and the measurement conditions are described in Section 3. The fourth section discusses the
results of applying the EGRSC and ECBF techniques, and the last section states the conclusions.

2 | METHODS

As stated in Bustos et al.,36 the basis of the GRSC and the CBF is the computation of the frequency spectrum of a signal
(or the average spectrum of several signals). Then, this frequency spectrum is divided into several frequency bands or
power packets by applying the multilevel analysis (MLA). Figure 1 illustrates the logic of the decomposition process:
the initial spectrum is split into two halves, and each half is split again into two halves, and so on. Thus, the initial spec-
trum is divided into 2k bands, being k the decomposition level.

The decomposition algorithm can be summarized in Equation 1, where i is the index of the signal's array of data,
j is the packet's number for a decomposition level k, k is the decomposition level, N is the number of points of the sig-
nal, Sx(i) is the value of the power spectral density (PSD) at index i, and P(k,j) is the power of the packet j for the
decomposition level k.

The algorithm definition implies that the value of k must be such that the result 2k will be always less or equal to
the number of points N in the vibration signal—that is to say, 2k ≤ N, and k results in an integer.

P k, jð Þ¼
Xj¼2k

j¼1

Xi¼
N
2k
j

i¼N
2k

j�1ð Þþ1

Sx ið Þ: ð1Þ

GRSC and CBF methods are based on the typical deterioration time curve for machinery (see Figure 2), the well-
known “bathtub” curve. Three periods can be distinguished in these curves.37,38 The first period corresponds to the
running-in of the machine, in which young failures may occur.

FIGURE 1 Scheme of the decomposition process (MLA)
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The second period is the normal operation of the machine, in which the deterioration level increases very slowly
due to normal wear. The last period corresponds to a fast increase as the machine approaches breakdown.

Keeping this curve in mind, three operating states are established taking as reference a significant milestone, which
can be a maintenance task or the substitution of a relevant element of the rolling stock. These states do not match the
previous periods necessarily. According to that noteworthy milestone, we can define the operating states B (Before), A
(After), and L (Later). Operating state B will collect all the measurements taken before the event. Operating state A will
compile the measurements taken just after the event, i.e., the first operating moments of the system after that signifi-
cant event. The operating state L will group the measurements taken after the operating state A.

Figure 3 represents two scenarios over the “bathtub” curve. The first scenario is the study of a maintenance action
in a machine (in blue). The second scenario is the study of a deterioration process up to breakdown (in red). In the
maintenance action scenario, the vibration level increases until the machine is repaired (all this period is the operating
state B). Next, the vibration level suffers a rapid descend (operating state A) and then returns to the normal operation

FIGURE 2 Typical deterioration curve for machinery

FIGURE 3 Operating states for maintenance action (in blue) and operating states for deterioration study (in red)
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level (state L). In the deterioration scenario, the machine runs at its normal vibration level (state B) until the initial
defect occurs (state A) and the vibration level suffers a rapid increase as the defect size grows (state L).

The EGRSC is a way of summarizing the deterioration curves in a triangle, taking as a parameter the spectral power
of the vibration signals. Figure 4 shows the generation of EGRSC. First, the significant event is placed in the time axis
(to get a time reference). Then, the average powers of the packets at each operating state are placed in the timeline and
represented with the corresponding letter (B, A, or L). These points are linked with straight lines, and a triangle is
constructed. The edges of this triangle are coded with different colors. The edge between the operating states B and A is
colored in red. The line joining states A and L is colored in green. The edge that joins the operating states B and L is
colored in blue. The color code of the edges makes the identification of the configuration easier in the case two
operating states were too close.

The naming code developed in Bustos et al.36 is improved, so the identification of the possible triangle configura-
tions is easier now. The three-letter structure (“xxx”) is kept. The first letter corresponds to the red line, the second let-
ter corresponds to the green line, and the third letter corresponds to the blue line as in the original method. However,
the options are just “d” (down, for negative slopes) and “u” (up, for positive slopes) now, instead of “B,” “b,” “A,” “a,”
“L,” and “l” that were available in the original method. According to the shape of the triangle and combining the slopes
of the straight lines, we can establish six “dud” configurations that are exposed in Table 1.

The ECBF compiles all the triangles generated in the EGRSC in one image. A numerical value is assigned to each
EGRSC configuration. These numerical values are used in MATLAB® to generate a color map according to the color
code shown in Table 1. Cold colors identify the configurations that start with “d.” That is to say, those configurations

FIGURE 4 Generation of EGRSC

TABLE 1 Color coding of the possible configurations

Configuration Color Shape

ddd

dud

ddu

duu

udd

uud

udu

uuu
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where the spectral power is reduced between the operating states B and A. Warm colors relate to the configurations that
start with “u.” That is to say, those configurations where the spectral power is increased between the operating states B
and A. Then, a color map that associates the frequency, the frequency bandwidth of the power packets, the decomposi-
tion level, and the color code is plotted.

The evolution of the original CBF into ECBF implies that the color of the configuration is set to white if the differ-
ence between the spectral powers of operating states B and A, and B and L is within a specific threshold. For example,
if the threshold value is set to 10%, white will be used to plot all configurations (frequency regions or packet) whose dif-
ferential spectral powers between operating states B and A, and B and L are lower than 10%. Naturally, the threshold
value can be established as desired.

The EGRSC configuration and the color vary according to the nature of the process studied. For example, if the
deterioration of a cracked axle is studied, “udd,” “udu,” “uuu,” and warm colors will represent the expected behavior of
the system, namely, an increase of the spectral power after the defect apparition (see Figure 3). However, if a repair is
studied, “ddd,” “dud,” “duu,” and cold colors should represent the expected behavior of the system. That is, a vibration
reduction after the maintenance and a slow growth later (see Figure 3).

3 | SYSTEM

Vibration signals are recorded by a measurement system installed on a HST. This system is composed of three uniaxial
accelerometers, a speedometer, two data acquisition units, a communication module, and a remote database. Vibration
and rotating speed measurements are transmitted to the database using the cellular network. Then, data are down-
loaded from the database and processed on a computer.

The accelerometers are placed on the axle box covers of the trailer axle highlighted in Figure 5. The ICP® accelerom-
eters are oriented to the longitudinal, lateral (or axial), and vertical directions (see Figure 6). The accelerometers were
provided by SKF®, model CMSS-RAIL-9100, and their performance characteristics are shown in Table 2. The speedom-
eter is an Axletronic® from SKF®.

The data acquisition units and the communication module are located inside the luggage compartment
(see Figure 7). The data acquisition units are IMx-R from SKF®. Each IMx-R is equipped with 20 analogical and four
digital input channels and can adjust the gain automatically.

FIGURE 5 Measurement system
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The system measures and stores the speed every second and is capable to record up to four vibration signals per
accelerometer and minute. The parameters for the signal acquisition are shown in Table 3.

To guarantee the uniformity of data, vibration signals are always collected in the same track section and speed dur-
ing the normal operation. A 150-km section of the high-speed line between Madrid and Seville is selected to perform

FIGURE 6 Location of the accelerometers on the axle box

TABLE 2 Accelerometer characteristics

Parameter Value

Sensitivity (±20%) 10.2 mV/(m/s2)

Acceleration range ±490 m/s2

Frequency range (±3 dB) 0.52 Hz to 8 kHz

Resonance frequency 25 kHz

Amplitude Linearity ±1%

Transverse sensitivity ≤7%

FIGURE 7 Location of the acquisition system
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the studies in both directions (Madrid to Seville and Seville to Madrid). In this section, the train runs at a steady speed
of 270 km/h.

The two wheels of the monitored axle were reprofiled during scheduled maintenance. Signals are analyzed before
and after that maintenance action. Three operating states are defined by considering the date on which the vibration
signals were collected and the signal processing techniques described above:

• State B: this operating state groups all the vibration data that were collected during the 2 weeks before maintenance
works.

• State A: this state groups the vibration data collected the first day the train returned to service after the maintenance
works.

• State L: the last operating state groups the vibration data recorded from state A to 1 month after the maintenance
works.

During the test campaign, around 4,200 vibration signals were recorded on that section of the Madrid–Seville high-
speed line.

They exist several characteristic frequencies that should be known before performing the data analysis. Table 4
shows the actual frequency value of physical phenomena that play a key role in the dynamical behavior of the train.
The axle rotation frequency is directly related to the vehicle's speed through the wheel radius. The roller bearing fault
frequencies are also computed for defects in the inner ring (ball pass frequency inner race or BPFI), the outer ring (ball
pass frequency outer race or BPFO), the rolling element (ball spin frequency or BSF), and the cage (fundamental train
frequency or FTF). The sleeper pass frequency (SPF) is computed using Equation 2, where v is the train's speed and λ is
the space between sleepers. Significant frequencies due to other phenomena like wheel corrugation are obtained from
the literature.39

SPF¼ f ¼ v
λ
: ð2Þ

All these values are computed for a speed of 270 km/h (the average travel speed in the analyzed track sector). It
must be highlighted the proximity between the BSF of the bearing and the SPF, which could lead to diagnosing a false
bearing fault.

TABLE 3 Signal acquisition parameters

Parameter Value

Sampling frequency (Fs) 5,120 Hz

Acquisition time (per signal) 3.2 s

Number of points N (per signal) 16,384 (214)

Angular speed range for acquisition 75–2,000 rpm

Linear speed range for acquisition 13–347 km/h

TABLE 4 Characteristic frequencies at 270 km/h

Phenomenon Frequency (Hz)

Axle rotation frequency (Fr) 26.48

Ball pass frequency inner race (BPFI) 335.87

Ball pass frequency outer race (BPFO) 273.17

Ball spin frequency (BSF) 125.36

Fundamental train frequency (FTF) 11.89

Sleeper pass frequency (SPF) 125

Wheel corrugation frequency 1,500–3,500
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4 | RESULTS

This section discusses the results obtained after applying the EGRSC and ECBF methods to the measured vibration sig-
nals. The results are presented according to the measurement direction (vertical, longitudinal, and lateral), and the
main findings that are common to the three directions are summarized at the end of this section.

Figure 8 shows three vertical vibration signals recorded before (operating state B) and after (operating states A and
L) the wheels reprofiling. These signals were recorded in the Madrid–Seville high-speed line at 270 km/h. The PSD of
these signals is depicted along with the time signals, and it presents many spectral lines over the whole frequency
range. Vibration signals recorded in the longitudinal and lateral directions have a similar appearance.

After removing faulty signals (if any), they are processed by applying EGRSC and ECBF techniques. These tech-
niques are applied per sensor, so the signals are grouped according to the measurement direction (vertical, longitudinal,
and lateral) first and to the operating state (before, after, or later) then. After that, the signals of each group are aver-
aged. A decomposition level of k = 9 is used for both EGRSC and ECBF. However, to make the reading more dynamic,
EGRSC results are presented up to decomposition level k = 3 only.

It should be noted that the spectral power of each operating state (B, A, or L) is the average spectral power of all sig-
nals recorded in each direction during that period. In addition, spectral power values of operating states B, A, and L are
shown on EGRSC (k = 0 and k = 1) for a better understanding of discarded regions in ECBF.

FIGURE 8 Examples of vertical vibration signals and spectra
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4.1 | Vertical direction

Figure 9 shows the EGRSC corresponding to the vertical acceleration signals for decomposition levels k = 0, k = 1,
k = 2, and k = 3.

According to the “ddd” configuration obtained for the decomposition level k = 0 (the whole frequency range of the
signal), the spectral power of the vertical vibration signals decreases between all the possible operating states configura-
tions. This is one of the three configurations that could be expected after maintenance work (as exposed in Section 2).

The two power packets corresponding to the decomposition level k = 1 show different configurations. The first
packet displays an “udd” configuration, which indicates the power grows between the B and A states, while it is
reduced between operating states A and L and B and L. The second power packet exhibits a “ddd” configuration
(the same as level k = 0).

The decomposition level k = 2 gives four power packets. Three of them present a “ddd” configuration, as the second
power packet of decomposition level k = 1 does. However, the second power packet (which corresponds to the 640- to
1,280-Hz frequency range) shows an “udu” configuration. This means the spectral power is higher just after the mainte-
nance operation than before.

FIGURE 9 EGRSC of vertical accelerations
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The eight power packets of the decomposition level k = 3 present a variety of configurations. Power packets 1, 5,
6, and 7 show a “ddd” configuration, so the power is always reduced compared to operating state B and also the power
of L is reduced compared to A. The second and fourth power packets present an “udd” configuration, so the power is
increased between the operating states B and A and reduced at the end of the studied period. The last power packet
shows a “dud” configuration. The third power packet shows an “udu” configuration; thus, the spectral power increases
after the maintenance operation.

The ECBF corresponding to the accelerations measured in the vertical direction is shown in Figure 10. It compiles
the information for decomposition levels from k = 0 to k = 9. The upper image represents the ECBF with no threshold
applied. The middle and lower images show the ECBF with threshold values of 10% and 25%, respectively.

The first row of the ECBF corresponds to decomposition level k = 0 and matches the “ddd” configuration of
EGRSC, so it is colored in dark blue when a threshold of 0% or 10% is used. However, that row is colored in white when
the threshold level of 25% is applied because the power variation between states is lower than that value.

The second row relates to decomposition level k = 1, and we find two colors that correspond to the two EGRSC con-
figurations. The first EGRSC configuration is “udd,” consequently, and according to Table 1, the color of that band-
width is orange on the ECBF with a threshold of 0%. However, the ECBFs with thresholds of 10% and 25% show a
white section because the variation of the spectral power between the operating states is lower than the established
range of 10% and 25%. The bandwidth of the second power packet is painted in the dark blue color corresponding to
the “ddd” configuration.

As can be computed from the data shown in Figure 9, power variations for k = 0 are �13.2% (B ! A) and �20.1%
(B ! L). For k = 1, we obtain +0.7% (B ! A, packet 1), �8.9% (B ! L, packet 1), �29.7% (B ! A, packet 2), and
�33.3% (B ! L, packet 2). The relation between the following rows of the ECBF and the EGRSC can be established by
following the same procedure.

Based on the results, the ECBF can also be divided into two halves. The right half (between 1,280 and 2,560 Hz) is
mainly colored in blue, which is the expected performance of the system after maintenance work (spectral power or vibra-
tion is reduced after maintenance). Just small red and orange stripes appear at high decomposition levels around 1,750 Hz.

The left half (0–1,280 Hz) shows a different image: a large bandwidth that spreads from 600 Hz to 1,300 Hz is col-
ored in warm colors. This indicates that the spectral power is increased just after the maintenance operation. Cold
colors are the prevailing colors between 0 and 600 Hz, although some orange stripes are also visible.

The small regions discarded when the 10% threshold is applied turn into large excluded areas with a threshold of
25%. The variable threshold allows us to select the frequency regions most sensitive to changes in the system. Specifi-
cally, five interesting frequency regions with power reductions are located around 250, 350, 410–580, 1,485–1,680, and
1,800–2,420 Hz. Also, another three frequency regions with power increases are located at 585–780, 825–940,
and 1,065–1,220 Hz.

According to literature,39 the 1,300- to 2,500-Hz frequency region corresponds to the wheel corrugation defect, so
the decrease in the spectral power in that frequency region is consistent with the wheels turning. A similar pattern is
observed in the power packets that contain the characteristic frequencies of the SPF and the frequencies of the rolling
element (BSF), inner (BPFI) and outer race faults (BPFO) of the bearing.

4.2 | Longitudinal direction

The EGRSC obtained from the longitudinal vibrations is shown in Figure 11. Decomposition level k = 0 (the whole fre-
quency range of the signal) presents a “dud” configuration, which means a power reduction between the operating
states A and B and between A and L, although a power increase is experienced between the operating states B and
L. This is one of the expected configurations after a maintenance operation, as stated in Section 2.

The first power packet of decomposition level k = 1 shows a “ddd” configuration, whereas the second power packet
has a “dud” configuration. This means that the spectral power is reduced between the operating states B and A and
between B and L in both power packets. However, the spectral power is decreased between operating states A and L in
the first power packet, and it is increased in the second power packet.

Three of the four power packets of the decomposition level k = 2 present a “dud” configuration, as could be
expected after repair work. However, the second power packet (640–1,280 Hz) shows an “udu” configuration. This con-
figuration means a power increase between the operating states A and B and between A and L and a power reduction
between B and L.
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The decomposition level k = 3 offers 8 power packets. Power packets 1, 5, 6, and 7 present the “dud” configuration. The
second power packet exhibits a “ddd” configuration, which implies the power is reduced between all the operating states.
The third power packet presents an “udu” configuration. The fourth power packet shows an “udd” configuration. So, the
spectral power of these two power packets is increased just after maintenance. The power packet 8 presents a “duu” config-
uration, which means that, although the power is reduced just after the maintenance, the global result is a power increase.

The ECBF corresponding to the accelerations measured in the longitudinal direction is shown in Figure 12. As pre-
viously, the ECBF has been plotted using three threshold values: 0% (no threshold), 10% and 25%.

FIGURE 10 ECBF of vertical accelerations with three threshold levels: 0% (up), 10% (middle), and 25% (down)
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The first aspect to emphasize is the existence of large white areas in the ECBF with a threshold of 10%. Indeed, the
first power packet of decomposition levels k = 0–3 is colored in white, as well as other power packets of decomposition
level k = 4–7.

If we compute the spectral power variation from data shown in Figure 11, we obtain �8.4% (B ! A) and �5.0%
(B ! L) for k = 0 and �2.6% (B ! A, packet 1), �3.4% (B ! L, packet 1), �18.1% (B ! A, packet 2), and �7.8%
(B ! L, packet 2) for k = 1. Therefore, the first power packet will be colored in white, and the second one will be col-
ored in its corresponding color according to that stated in Section 2.

The number of discarded frequency regions is highly increased when the threshold level is set to 25%. Indeed, the
majority of the ECBF is colored in white.

When focusing on ECBFs with thresholds of 0% and 10%, it is observed that the left half of the ECBF (0–1,300 Hz)
presents large areas of warm colors. The frequency region between 700 and 1,300 Hz shows orange and red colors only.
There is also a dark red area around 300 Hz that comprises decomposition levels k = 4–9 and means the power is
increased from operating state B to A. Blue sections are located below 250 Hz and around 500 Hz. The right half com-
prises the frequency range between 1,300 and 2,560 Hz, where a predominance of cold colors is observed. Just a small
red area appears around 2,400 Hz at decomposition levels higher than k = 4.

FIGURE 11 EGRSC of longitudinal accelerations
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The variable threshold allows selecting the frequency regions most sensitive to changes in the system. Four fre-
quency regions with power reductions can be highlighted: 95–160, 455–570, 1,385–1,700, and 2,065–2,410 Hz. By
looking at frequency regions with power increases, four frequency regions can be emphasized: 325–420, 715–860, and
1,045–1,105 Hz and a region around 2,500 Hz.

The white area corresponding to decomposition level k = 0 when any of the two thresholds is applied suggests that
the vibrations recorded in the longitudinal direction are not very responsive to changes in the system. Deeper analysis
also shows that the low-frequency range is less responsive than the high-frequency range. Anyhow, the frequency band

FIGURE 12 ECBF of longitudinal accelerations with three threshold levels: 0% (up), 10% (middle), and 25% (down)
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that corresponds to wheel corrugation experiences a power reduction, as should be expected after reprofiling the
wheels. Besides, the power of packets containing the BSF and SPF is reduced after the maintenance, while the power of
packets containing the BPFO and BPFI is increased.

4.3 | Lateral direction

Figure 13 illustrates the EGRSC of the lateral accelerations for decomposition levels k = 0, k = 1, k = 2, and k = 3. The
EGRSC for decomposition level k = 0 shows a power reduction between states B and A and a further reduction
between operating states B and L. This behavior corresponds to a “ddd” configuration and is one of the anticipated con-
figurations after a repair of the system (see Section 2).

The first power packet of the decomposition level k = 1 presents a “ddd” configuration, whereas the second power
packet differs from the first one and presents a “dud” configuration.

Decomposition level k = 2 gives four power packets. The first packet presents a “ddd” configuration, so the spectral
power between 0 and 640 Hz is reduced always. The second power packet has an “udd” configuration, which means
the power is increased between the operating states B and A, although the power level is lower at operating state L. The
last two power packets (3 and 4) exhibit the “dud” configuration.

Eight power packets are obtained from the decomposition level k = 3. Four (power packets 1, 6, 7, and 8) of these
packets present a “dud” configuration. This means that the spectral power is decreased between operating states B and
A and B and L, while the spectral power rises between operating states A and L. Power packets 2 and 5 display a “ddd”
configuration, which represents a continuous power reduction. The third power packet shows an “udd” configuration.
In this case, the spectral power increases between the operating states B and A. Since then, it decreases and the final
power is lower at operating state L than at B. The fourth power packet exhibits a “duu” configuration.

The ECBF corresponding to lateral accelerations is shown in Figure 14. Again, three threshold levels are set: 0%
(no threshold), 10% and 25%.

Similarly to what happened in longitudinal vibrations, a lot of white areas are present in the ECBF when thresholds
of 10% and 25% are selected. If we compute the spectral power variation from data shown in Figure 13, we obtain
�11.85% (B ! A) and �15.12% (B ! L) for k = 0 and �4.6% (B ! A, packet 1), �15.2% (B ! L, packet 1), �25.6%
(B ! A, packet 2), and �14.9% (B ! L, packet 2) for k = 1. Therefore, the first two rows of the ECBF with a threshold
of 10% should be colored in blue, as it is done.

Discarded areas of ECBF (threshold 10%) comprise decomposition levels k = 2–9 and are located between 0 and
100 Hz, and between 600 and 1,500 Hz. The latter region varies its location as a function of the decomposition level.
For k = 2–3, it is located between 640 and 1,280 Hz. For higher levels, the discarded area is established between
950 and 1,500 Hz. As it happened in the longitudinal vibrations, setting the threshold at 25% discards the majority of
the area of the ECBF.

Taking into account the ECBFs with the three threshold levels, the frequency range between 1,500 and 2,560 Hz is
mainly colored in blue with a few small regions in orange or red, regardless of the decomposition level and, even, the
threshold value. The frequency region comprised between 0 and 1,500 Hz shows a diverse color combination. Alternat-
ing red/orange and blue stripes can be observed at decomposition levels higher than k = 3.

The variable threshold lets us choose the frequency regions most sensitive to the wheels reprofiling. Specifically,
five interesting frequency regions with power reductions are located around 120, 250, 450–560, 1,525–1,700, and
1,765–2,400 Hz. By looking at frequency regions with power increases, three frequency regions can be highlighted at
around 190, 350, and 645–790 Hz.

The frequency region that encompasses the wheel corrugation phenomenon experiences a spectral power reduction,
which is consistent with the wheels reprofiling. The frequency region between 450 and 600 Hz must be underlined too.
This region is colored in dark blue regardless of the decomposition level, which could suggest it responds very positively
to maintenance actions.

5 | GENERAL OVERVIEW

By reviewing the most sensitive frequency regions of the three directions (vertical, longitudinal, and lateral), we can
find the most sensitive frequency regions that are common to the three directions.
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Of the most significant frequency regions, four have been identified that are common to all three directions. Three
of these frequency regions present a power reduction, while the other shows a power increase.

The frequency regions with power reduction are located at 450–560, 1,500–1,700, and 1,800–2,400 Hz.
The frequency region that increases its power is located at 600–800 Hz.

The performance of the high-frequency regions (above 1,280 Hz) is consistent with the effect of the wheels lathing.
The frequency bands of 450–560 and 600–800 Hz seem to be related to the train-track interaction. The spectral power
reduction observed in the 450–560 Hz band suggests that the excitation of this band is directly related to the condition
of the wheel. However, the origin of vibrations in the 600- to 800-Hz frequency band could be other physical phenom-
ena that were masked by the wheel corrugation. Hence, when the power of the other frequency regions is decreased sig-
nificantly, it grows in this frequency band.

Finally, Table 5 summarizes the influence of the threshold value on the discarded areas of the ECBFs. The column
“percentage of disregarded area” shows what percentage of the ECBF's whole surface is discarded. Because the surface
of power packets or frequency regions varies according to the decomposition level, this value differs from the result of
dividing the number of disregarded packets by 1,023 (the number of packets for k = 9).

FIGURE 13 EGRSC of lateral accelerations
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Data in Table 5 show the vertical ECBF has the smallest number of disregarded packets and the lowest percentage
of the disregarded area too. On the contrary, the longitudinal ECBF shows the largest number of disregarded packets
and area.

It should be remembered that a packet colored in white (discarded) means the power variation of that packet is
lower than the threshold. Thus, a large white area on the ECBF means the power of the packets is similar in the three
operating states B, A, and L. Consequently, these packets are not very sensitive to changes in the system.

FIGURE 14 ECBF of lateral accelerations with three threshold levels: 0% (up), 10% (middle), and 25% (down)
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According to these data, vibrations measured in the vertical direction are the most sensitive to the maintenance action.
If the original methods (GRSC and CBF) were used, minor variations (i.e., longitudinal vibrations) could be taken as sig-
nificant and use those variations as an indicator of the condition of the train. As we saw, the wheels lathing has a small
effect on the longitudinal vibrations, so it makes no sense its usage as an indicator of the operating condition.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an evolution of the GRSC and CBF methods, which implies a name change: EGRSC and ECBF.
The EGRSC uses a new and clearer nomenclature that separates the name of the state configurations from the state

names. This new nomenclature uses a combination of three letters as previously, but the system is binary now: “d”
(down) for negative slopes and “u” (up) for positive slopes.

A new color code is defined in the ECBF, and a variable threshold is introduced. This threshold sets a value (relative
to the power of the operating state B) to discard the power packets whose power variation is lower than that threshold.
The discarded power packets are colored in white in the ECBF.

The EGRSC and ECBF are used in the vibratory study of a HST bogie. Each EGRSC and ECBF collects information
from thousands of vibration signals and displays that information intuitively and understandably.

The HST bogie is studied before and after a major maintenance operation that consisted of reprofiling the wheels.
For that purpose, accelerometers are installed on the axle box cover of a trailer axle, in the three space directions.

Taking into account the results of EGRSC and ECBF methods, it can be established that the wheels reprofiling
improved the dynamic performance of the bogie, as a lower vibration level is recorded. This phenomenon is observed
in all directions.

The new threshold of the ECBF also allows identifying the most and less responsive vibration directions to wheel
reprofiling. Data show that the wheel reprofiling affects especially the vertical vibrations, so these vibrations should be
taken as main indicators of the bogie condition.

It has been observed a vibration-level reduction in the frequency range 1,500 to 2,400 Hz, which corresponds to the
wheel corrugation after the maintenance operation. This effect is observed in the three space directions when consider-
ing low decomposition levels. A spectral power reduction is also noted in the power packets that contain the BSF
and SPF.

Finally, a detailed analysis through EGRSC and ECBF focused on medium and higher decomposition levels shows
the existence of particular frequency regions with the same performance in the three directions of space: the spectral
power decreases significantly in the frequency ranges: 450–550, 1,500–1,700, and 1,800–2,400 Hz. Additionally, the
spectral power is significantly raised in the 600- to 800-Hz frequency range. These four frequency bands should be used
as indicators of the bogie condition on future maintenance actions.
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TABLE 5 Relation between the threshold and discarded packets

Direction Threshold Number of disregarded packets Percentage of disregarded area

Longitudinal 0 0 0.00%

10 139 28.83%

25 607 78.01%

Lateral 0 0 0.00%

10 161 17.50%

25 583 66.41%

Vertical 0 0 0.00%

10 79 9.88%

25 433 46.88%
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